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FOREWORD

This technical report wns prepared at the Thermo-Mechanics

Research Laboratory of the Aerospace Research Laboratories, Office of

Aerospace Research, USAF. The research was performed by Professor

Howard E. Smith of the University of Dayton, who was in residence at

W-PAFB as a Visiting Research Associate for the period 1963 through

July. 1966 at the invitation by Dr. Max G. Scherberg. ARL.

The author wishes to acknowledge Dr. Max G. Scherberg for his

guidance, contributions, and many fruitful discussions relateC to this work.

Mr. Donald Clemmn of the Applied Mathematics Research Laboratory. ARL,

is acknowledged for programming the computer solutions of the corner ex-

pansion described in this report. The excellent cooperation and helpfulness

of Mr. J. C. Donaldson, Project Engineer, together with the staff of the

Von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility of the Arnold Engineering and Develop-

ment Center, Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee, who conducted the wind

tumnel tests reported herein are also acknowledged.
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F I
AWIRI

An experimental Invctication of the flow field, and the model pressre rd

Sslt--3-state 1heat trm=-fer distributions for a reurard-fflin step in super-

soic flow is described. 7ests were coducted using a water-cooled mxiel with

a step heigbt adjustable to 0.443 end 0.750 inches at free str-arm Mach nuiaters

of 2.5, 3.5, and 5.0, and at Reynolds numbers based on length of surface Aead

of separation of approximately 2.5 x 105 to 1.8 x 106. It was found that the

Peimolds nuiber based on step height (feh) Is an Inportant parameter and tnat

both the base pressure and the maximm heat transter at reattacbmnmt my be

predicted as a function of thin parnmeter.

Several representative riok fields are presented along with analyses of the

various regions of these filcds. It wa round that the depressed base pressure

is omnmxdcated ttstream of the step thrai the subsoic portion of the attached

boudary layer resulting in a pressure gradient Ijuediately upetream of the step.

It is sham that the rapid corner expansion is not the cmmiul.y L!.• Pruidtl-

'1yer expansion, but rather is accurately described by the method of inviscid

rotational charmcteristics which accounts for both the entropy gradient In the

bouadary layer and the pressure gradient upstream of the step. This de3scription

of the corner expansion also accurately predicts the position of the lip shock

associated with the rapid expansion.
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i:

Auring the past f i't-een years nny experlmta'- -id uheoretical Inves~iitIr.ks

haw. been ",nlertakei to 4-etemrnne the flow ctnroacterist Ic and heAt trnkSfer in

the separated and reattaching flow region down-stream of a rera.aJ facing step and

in the near wake of a body in flight at supersonic speeds in order to develop a

rralistrc theory for t*h prediction of base pressure and heat transfer in tnis

regioi. the most ccrivnly Tfret-h'ede~ theories are thise of 2Cp.pncn ("I" f=- a 1a;i-

inar bowxary layer at separation and of Korst (2) for a turbulent 4oudary layer

at separation. Both of these theories make use of the "dividing streamline" con-

cept (Figue 1) in which all of the flow coming over the step rermins above the

dividing streamline and passes dmonstream, while all of the flow below it is re-

versed at reattactrent and remains within the cavity beneath the dividing stream-

line. Tee theories assum t;at the total pressure of the dividing. streamline at

reattachnent is equal to the static pressure downstream of reattaolmnt. Both

theories also assure a negligibly thin boundary layer thickness at separation, and

are therefore Feynolds nuwter independent and fall to accurately predict base pres-

sure w1h this condition Is violated. Crocco and Lees (3) have developed a Mneral

theory attenptIng to cover all types of separated flows, but the application of this

theory in practice is very difficult and requires the evalhation of remny empirical

contants dependent upon model gemetry. Chapmen, Kueh and Larson (4) conduicted

an extensive experirental investigation and examined separated flows created by

ramps and forward and rearward facing steps. They found that the pressure in the

separated region is strmznly dependent upon the location of transition relative to

the point of separation or reattacetnt. For the case of the rearward facing step,

if transition occurs well downstrez-n of reattachrent (lardnar flow thromwout). the

base pressure is relatively high and is a weak function of Reynolds nurter. If

Manuscript released Septetber 1966 for publication as vi iQL Technrcal Docwn-itary

Report.
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transition is upstream of separation (turbulent flow thrxughout) the base pressure

is rash lower, but Is agtin a weak function of Reynzlds number. For the case where

transition occurs near reattachment, or between separation and reattachment, the

base pressure is strongly dependent upon eytnolds nunber and niiy in saw cases be

lower then th-- fully turbulent case.

Hash (5) observed that the dividing streamline stagnates within the regWIon of

pressurm rise at reattachment rather than at the peak pressure as the Chapman-

Korat theories assume. He proposed that the Chapmxn-Korst theories be modified to

take this fact into account. Ginoux (6) found evidence of t~hree-dimensional re-

gua perturbations at the reattachment of two-dimensional laminar boundary layers.

These perturbations appear to be simila to Goertler type streamwise vortices.

Rbshko and 2xxrke (7) found similar patterns in the reattachment downstream of an

axi-symmetric rearward facing step.

In spite of the numerous investigations of separated flows which have been con-

ducted, many details of the flow field still remain obscure and cnly a limited

amount of information has been obtained on the local heat transfer distribution

downstream of separation. Fbr the past several years Dr.. Rom (8)(9) of the Tchnion

in Hrifa, Israel has been conducting an experimental and theoretical research pro-

gram in this area for ARL. He used wall two-dlmansicnal rearwerd facing step

models in a blow-down wind tunnel and in a shock tube. He has measured base pres-

sures and heat transfers at Mch numbers of 2.25 and 3.50 and Reynolds numbers,

based on length of flat pla~e upstream of separation, of 1 to 2 x i0 5 (laminar

separation) and 0.6 to 5 x 106 (turbulent separation). He found a plausible base

pressure correlation using a modified Crocco-Loes theory and also found high rates

of heat transfer in the reattachraet region under certain flow condiitinO.

An ARL in-house program was undertaken to complimet the work of Dr. Rom. This

program ",s levised to use lirp models in a contirnous run wind tufnel facility.

.• • • I I I I I II I I I I2



Test variables were specified so as to cover the Reynolds number range between

Ram's laminar and turbulent studies at tree stream Mch numbers of 2.5, 3.5 and

5.0 to check the validity of his shock tube heat transfer measurenants and to study

the flow details. Tests were conducted at the von W m (Gas Dynamics facility at

Arnold Ergineertng and Development Center, Tennessee in tunnel A, a 40 inch x 40

Inch continuous run wind tunnel with a Mach rnuber range of 1.5 to 6.0. A more

acmplete description of this facility is contained in Reference 10. This report

summarizes the results of the ARL in-house progrm. Preliminary reports of some of

these results have been presented previously (11)(12).

U. T=' I'WEL AMD PROMS

A two-di•nmsional, water-cooled, rearward facing step model 9 inches wide with

variable step heights of 0, 0.443, and 0.75 inches was used in this investigation.

This model, shomn in Figure 2, was equipped with side plates contairing optical

quality windows to obtain approximately two-di•nsiconal flow and was instrwiented

with 46 pressure orifices and 40 heat transfer Spuges. Te 4 inch long section

upstream of the step consisted of a 1/8 inch thick sheet of type 416 stainless steel

backed by a 1/8 inch thick sheet of phenolic nylon to maintain an adiabatic surface

upstream of separation. The vertical riser surface and the horizontal reattachment

surface downstream of the step were made of type 304 stainless steel and were cooled

by dcrculating water tb'ough channels within the model. Early in the test proem,

the vertical riser section developed water leaks which could not be repaired so that

S n6 data were obtained from heat transfer gauges numbers 1 through 4. To make a step

S heiight change In the model, the side plates were removed and spacers Inserted or

removed beneath the downstream reattachment plate. Each time this was done all Joints

were carefully sealed with sealastic to insure that air did not leak Into or out of

the separated region.

3



The steady state heat transfer giues, shown in Figure onsisted of type

304 stainless steel plugs 0.156 inches in diameter containing a copper-constantan

therm~coule Junction at each flow exposed surface. These plugs were mounted so

ttht they were surrowuded by a 0.0025 inch air gWp over moat of their length to

reduce lateral canduct•on and thus approximate one dimensional heat flow across the

puge. E~.ch end of these gauges was flush feth the model surface, so that one end

was In contact with the air flow and the other with the water flow. The water side

of these gap was sealed with epoxy and the air side of the plate was groun flat

and polished after the final assembly of all the guges.

A flattened combination thermocouple-pitot probe shown in Figure 4, designed

at ARM and built by losemnnnt Engineering Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota, was
used to obtain total teitperature and pitot pressure surveys in the expansion region,

In the free shear layer and in the attached boundary layers upstream of separation

and downstream of reattachment. Figure 5 shows two views of the model and the

combination probe mounted in the tunnel.

Figure 6 shows the two wire hot-wire probe which was designed at ARL and built

by Flow Corporation of Cambridge, Massachusetts to obtain velocity profiles in the

low energy cavity flow beneath the free shear layer. This probe was designed so

that the measuring wires were offset from the supporting stein which was made long

and thin to cause a minimum of disturbance in the vortex type flow at the point of

measurement. When this probe was used it was mounted on the tunnel probe drive head

and replaced the combination probe shown in Figure 5. The sensing wires were made

of 0.00035 inch diameter tungsten wire which was copper plated and tinned at each

end and soldered to the support needles.

Th probe shown in Figure 7, which was observed visually, was designed and

built at ARL to deterrmne the local flow direction in the cavity region. It con-

sisted of two direction indicating flags, each cerented to a 0.025 inch o,d. stainless
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steel sleeve. Tese sleeves were In turn mourted on stainless steel spindles,

one oriented vertically and the other horizontally. The flag on the vertical
spindle was made of foll while the one on the horizontal spindle was made of yarn

to reduce gravity effects. This probe was offset in the same ranner as the hot

wire probe to cause mdnirum flow disturbence.

The test data for Aach numbiers 2.5, 3.5 and 5.0 were obtained in succeeding

entries into the tunnel, end test techniques varied slightly for each entry as

optirum conditions and irproved measurements were sought each time. For all tests

the model cooling water was chilled to below 400 P by pumping it through a copper

coil immersed in an ice and brine solution. Cooling vater entered the model re-

attachment plate at, the forward edge be.neath the separation cavity and flowed

oarallel to the free stream air flow.

The co'bination thermocouple-pitot probe was conected to a three-way valve

inside the probe head so that the probe could be connected to a pressure transducer

for pressure measurement or to a vacuum system to allow air to be pulled over the

thermocouple for temperature measurement. When used in this way, the probe measures

a recovery terqperature which is a function of probe design and free stream conditions

and must be calibrated before the local total temperature may be determined. Call-

bration in various free stream conditiens showed that the probe recovery factor was

always between 91 and 93% so that a constant valve of 92% was used for all data re-

duction. It was further assumed that the recovery factor in a shear flow was the

same as in a free stream flow. The combination probe was not pitched to align with

the local flow angle but was always pointed upstream into the free stream direction.

A calibration of the probe for variation from true pitot pressure reading vs. angle

at two different Reynolds numbers and various "ath ru-ters showed that the Reynolds



aer eftect Mas n ligbe and the reaing varition was only a fnction of Mach

nuter mn angle. br sWtsqent data redaction it was found convenient to displayI this iztfsxntio as a AF1atl of conmstant correct ion curves onx a Mach ritew vs. flow
awle plot an shwn In PFi e 8. lhe transdues used to ead out the pitot pies-

wre ftr vriow test conditlas am w n in Table I,

W iming the riot wire probe the four leads associated with each wire were fed

fram the tumnul to a Flow Corpmotion Hot Wire Probe Selector ?idel 4681 switchatg

device,. %i pexuitted energ•z•ng and reading each of the probe wires sepamtely.

T sdtdxing device us conected to a Flow Corporation ot Wire Axmeter qxb-el

HW 2 t*cLh citained the wire curent controls, the resistance bridge and tiv

onrit and voltago metes. This unit was operated In the constant resistance ratio

wfs. Prior to mounting the probes in the trunel, each wir- was calibrated in a

sall calibation twnnel to obtain its onrmet-alocity relation. In addition, a

calibration of the variation of the zero velocity curret vs. pressure vas required

since the pressure behirn the step in the wind tunel was very nurh belcm atnpherie

pressure. Ibis variation wa determined by calibration In a vacmm ch6wr at

various pressure levels.

7he instr•metation used Voma sring model temperatures and pressures at the

various Mach nuMbers together with the estimated error is described

briefly In Thble I.

A point lgit source single pass stedagraph system wau used to photograph flow

details. In this system the ligMt source was located in line with the separation

point of the model 105.3 irlbes rom tie tunnel centerlne wthle the film was lo-

cated on the opposite side of the tareml 32.0 inches •rtam the turnel caterline.
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Dring the Inibtal tunnel ert-1, it was dteml that the pressure diStri-

buticui on the model iwmeined unchanged regardlews of whether wr not the nvdel was

cooled. After this dter•iration, the following test sequenrce as adopted fbe each

mdel configuratimn (h.-o.oo, o.443 and 0.750) and each Vch number:

(a) With the cooiin, vater shut off, the model pressure and adiabatic wall

temperature distributio s ,iere determined at various free stein Renaoldy n umbers,

A shadogrph pbotograph of each condition vas also obtained.

(b) With the cooling water circulating, the model surface temeratue and

heat transfer dlstribJiz. were obtained for some of the above Psynolds numberste

A summary of the tunnel conditionr of the test is given in Table II.

In addition to the model Information obtained above, detailed probtW C? the

flow field using the combination thermoeouple-pitot probe ver obtained under the

tunnel !rnditions and mode1 cnfigurations listed in Table II.

During the first tunnl entry, oil iw sprayed on the model reattaclwnt mw-

face to deterr,.ne the reattachment line and the local muwface flow directio• so as

to check the •-4bmesionality of the flow. These oil flow studiles were abanned

as not being feaslole in the continweus nm tunnel being used. During the extended

time required tu bring the tunnel to flow oonditioru, most of the oil was blown

downstream, aid it could not be positively determined whether the obeerved flow

pattern accurately depicted the run condition flow lines or whether some traces of

flow lines left duzrir the transient runming period were being observed. During

a later entry, yarn tufts were attached to the surface to determine the reattacent

line and the two-dimansuromLity of the flow. The tufts gsve a god indication of the

location of the reattachleui line within the accuracy of their 1/4 inch macingt

Salso showed the flow downstream of reattachment to be two-dirurtuonal, but Pve

no indication of flow conditions within the extreely low energ separated reon.!t7



Atteupts to measure the flow direction and velocity of the vortex type flow In

the Wseparad regio•n us• • the hot-wire probe and the direction sensinr probe met

with only lmai~ed success and will be discued below.

wtDuring the final ttnwl entry a thin ovetirig equal In length to am step

heigt a added to the basic model to deternine the effect of a different filow

entrairit condtion at separation end the effect of a change in cavity stuape qo

the develqmnt of the flow in the cavity and downstr*amr of separation.

V.REUT

(A) SLM Model Data:

Fi e th g 91 s how shadoaph photographs of the flow field for tnr

0.443 inch step at the high, intermediate, and low Reynolds ncaber for each Mach

number. n* bright line parallel to tze reattachlmnt surface which is visible in

some of trese piotcgmaphs is a light reflection off the reattachment surface. Of

particular interest in these photographs is the white line denoting the upper edge

of the free shear layer dowastreai of separation, the lip shock which emanates from

the shear layer downstream of the corner, an" the reattachtunt shock resulting from

the coalescing of compression waves in the reattachment region. Detailed probing

with the combination therhvcouple-pitot probe verify this interpretation of these

hadographah. Note that with increasing free stream Reynolds number the lip shock

rotates downward relative to a horizontal reference line. Examination of the probe

data shows that the losses across the lip shock increase with increasing free stream

Reynolds number. Also of special interest Is the fact that for the M, - 2.5 hig

Reynolds nunber case (Figure 9a) a second snOck appears at the beginning of the

expansion fan. Lip shocks at the end of the expansion fan have been noted by several

previous investigtors, but only Roshko and 'horice (7) have reported a shock at the

beglinnng of the expansion. The lip shock has been considered negligibly weak by

B



most Investigttrs. Little attention has been given to this shook arMd all of the

theories to date iw'ore it completely. recently iam (13) has Made se estimate

of the strenh of the lip shock and concluess that it Is not as weak as previously

supposed. A further diacuwslan of the L. soak wrill be given below.

Also Whcwm in Figures 9a thrnufl 91 is the Mxodl press•re ard heat trMnsfer

distribution cttaind under the test conditicns of the photographs. The Model

pressure has been non-dimenrsionalized by the pressure measured at the rnaber one

orifice locatdd 1-1/2 Lches upstream of the step, while the heat transfer data iue

non-dimnsionalIzed by using the local flat plate heat transfer obtained uider the

same flow conditions. 7he ncn-drmensionallzed heat transfer curve was obtained by

fairing curves throug the experimentally determined data for both the step and the

flat plate and takln the ratio of points along these ftared curves. MTi procedure

will be dicus sed below in mnre detail. Tle Increasing heat flux dowmstream o re-

attachment observed in Figure 9c is undoubtedly brought about because the flow was

turbulent there in the case of the step and lamirar in the case of the flat plate

reference condition.

Examination of the pressure distributions of Figures 9a thrvufl 91 aries a

Sregion of essentially constant pressure along the surface immediately downstream of

the step. The pressure orifices in the vertical riser surface (atabers 39 throug

42) showed the pressure on this face to be essentially constant at the same value

as those along the floor. This pressure, the base press•re, normalized by the up-

stream pressure P1 " F is plotted vs. Reynolds number based on lernth of surface

ahead of separation for all test points obtained in Figures 10a throufli 0ce. Also

shown in these figures are the base pressures predicted by the laminar theory of

(Iapean (1) and the turbulent theory of Karst (2), At the low values of ReL the

curves appear to be approachrng a constant pressure plateau. This behavior is

especially pr¶einmit in the case of the 0.750 inch step at M. a 5.0 (Figure I1c) and

9



coaifz si w riirinw by wpmwn, &am and Larson (4) for separted lows

troh am lauinar thronn zt in that the base pressure is nearly ipnde nt of

RArVjdfl astw. flsrts 1(kt thrciý 10c dm bw kmeve, that this ocnntant pressure

plateau (if It is in Mect recInd for all seprated fltiu) ls muiderably above

tbe pwau predicted by tri Qnpmsn theory for laminar flaws. It Is also seen

tin Wo 1m Flaywuds nmber base pressure appears to be a rather strar functimn

of step hd t as eviderred by the reaults of the two step heiata at each Mach

number of this investigation

Pbr a given model ccnfi1 ntlcn, it iz seen that as the free stream Reynolds

ruber is nncresed fnr the cailetely lunar condition the base pressure decreases.

As evidmeed for the case of the 0.750 step at M,, - 2.5 (Ftre 10a), the base pres-

sun reachs a m1nima value and then begins to Increase with Inrnirn free stresa

Peynoldsu rser. For reesorm to be given later, it is believed that the base pres-

sure for fully turbulent separated flow approaches that glven by the Korst turbulent

thery. The fully turbulent base pressure is losxr than the fully ladna value,

but hlw than the minimum value obtained ror tfwitlaa type flows. In gmra,

for a given model cncgr ation and free stream Mc number, the base pressure I

•edenamrt upon the location of tm;sliton relative to aqeraio &An reatacmnt as

•indiated sdwmtmlc& In FM 11,

Beause of the strong dependence of base pressure upcn step height and fee

strema canditicts indicated in Figures iJa throug lOc, all of tie available two-

dimensional base presse data (both from the preet experiments and frm the lit-

erature) were plotted vs. Reynolds number based an step height and free stream c:.-

diticcr. The data were obtained at various Itch mvsbers ranging from Mu 1.56 to

5.0 and are displayed in Figure 12. Also *nm in thi.a f1gure are the base pressures

predicted by the Yorst turbulernt theory at various MPch raubers. It is seen that

ecept for a few turbulent flow points tdich are close to values pcaicted by

10



rI

Korst's turbulent thmery, all of the data fall within a relatively rmrrw enelope

aW W= be approxdmtely predicted by the e rical eqatonati

9-t' a 323 Reh 0O.52zx105.2

pblp - 5 .8.•x o

As tradition moves upte into the reatacmn rmo tre base Pressure

begin to fall fron Its relatively high lab value as given by equto 1 and

atxm in Plw 12. Wm transition occurs ultreem of separation, the base Pressure

predictinn of Korst as shown In FIr 13 appears to be adeqw~te andi should be UXO(L

The ejat method of mwvlng f~rom the cure of FI•re 12 to that ofFgre• 13 Is not

krg~m at preset, adsm~l be the Wecet of a future Investivitiom.

Beas of limitations an the tunnel operating teprtr and the vxAel coolir%

wae temperature an a mmal teaperature diferential was obale &xcrw the heat

trwvfer mm ie t. vigm 14 exm typical heat transfer ditrlUntions dnan

for both a st-ep and a flat plate con losatn at the Mae floW coaditions. The

w hea transfer In the vicinityof the step lomtion for the flat plate corrl-

uration occurs becaus of the surface tempeaue discntiatt existing at thU

Slocation (Inuae amra•w to cole surtaxe). It is seen that fbr the step on

Sfiwation the •maxisa te transfer occurs In the reattahwn region anid my• be

Sseverl times the local flat plate value, *d• In the seaae regio beneath the

Mf~e Warw la~ew the heat transfer Is less than at the corr •prdn flat Plate

positic.

Also abw In Fiur 14 Is the n1at plate heat tranarw utdch w•l havebo

obtained if the plate hand been cooled to the uniform wal temperature of the trout

rrcm the leading edge. Mdas curve wil hereafter be referred to as the extrapolated

| || .|8 uieO.Sxl



flat plate curoe, and was obtaind by corputir* both the laminar and turbulent

heat "wwfer distribution and aring a curve between and parallel to them to

coincde with the e~periwntal heat transfer distribution downstrea of the effect

of tihe tepertture discc4inuity. The heat tramrfer as given by this extrapolated

ctre at X - 0 wold be the ttat transfer at neparaticn {q sep) ard ay w ue se as

a nrf~rno quantity. These heat transfers were conputed by usLng the followlng

flat plate epirica.l ndatias of Eckert (17):

I/ 11/3
Mu -0.332 (.x) (Pr) Lmidar flow

I X/ (2)
0.195 (Pr) (Rex) -n

Properties of the pas used in equation (2) were evaluated at a reference tempemture

given by

TO a T, + 0.5 (T - .), 0.22 (T, - T.). (3)

To relate the maxinum heat transfer at reattachlnt to conditions at the step,

the following procedure was used to calculate the ratio (W. ALe, ). At various

positions along the renttachlrt surface the local ratio of measured step heat

transfer to mreasured flat plate heat transfer fp)e wabs deterntred frPin a

plot such ad ?iozre 14. Typical distributions of this ratio over the reattacheent

surface are shown in Figures 9a through 9t. At the location of maximm

(qVq jp) determined from Figie 9a through 91, the value of the local flat
ewp

plate heat trwisfer (Q p)ext was determined from plots similar to Figure 14.

(This qusntity is denoted as (q *Jt because it was usually necessary to use the

extrapolated portion of the experimental curve. However, if the point of mn.dmn

heat transfer was far enough downstream, the actual experimwntal curve was used).

The ratio of maximum reattachrent heat transfer to heat transfer at the step was

12
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daenteruxd by

Figure 15 shads a plot of t.hs ratio vs. Ah. la flayed points in this figr

represent nn conditions in which transition on the flat plate occurred between tl'e

separaticn and reattachtert positions. For these conditions, the extrapolated flat

plate curve was extended forward from the experimental curve as if trantior, had

occurred upstream of the separation position. The values of heat flux at low

*leynolds nuters reported by Ron (8) am considerably higher than the results of

the present investigation and other reported results. 'he reason ror this discre-

pancy is not Imcwn at present, but it should be pointed out that itmi's results

were obtained in a shock tube, while the other etasurements shown in Figure 15 ar

obtained in wind turnels.

"1¶e high values of heat transfer at reattachment are believed to be due to

Stransition to turbulence. From this curve it is concluded that*

(a) If transition occurs far downstream of reattachit the peak heat transfer

at reattachment is less than the value at separation.

(b) If transition occurs in the reattachment region, the reattachment peak

heat transfer is greater than the heat transfer at separation.

(c) If transition occurs upstream of separation, the peak reattachment heat

transfer is approxinately equal to the separation value.

Faimination of Figures 9a through 91 shows that the peak beat transfer always

occurs at the neck of the recamressing shear layer downstream of the stagnation

line. In order to correlate the distance from the separation point to the point of

peak heat transfer (xfi) an angle a u arctan (h/x§ii) is defined. Figure 16 shws
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a plot of a/ss vs. Re. which Includes all of the experimental points of this investi-

gation. The parameter aA/ is similar to the parameter 0/u used by Donaldson and

qejrs (21) to correlate the location of reattachment. Altbough there is consider-

able scatter in the data, it is seen that the variation of a/1A with feh m be

VpzIxri ed by:

k/i - 1.07 (Re) 0 3-0.5 (5)

(B) Overtang Model Data:

A thin (1/64 inch) overfang of length equal to one step height (0.750 Inch)

was added to the basic model to determine the effect of a different entrainment

condition at separation. It was fouon that both the pressure and heat transfer

distributions downstream of the separation point were the same as for the step

without the overtang if flow conditions were adjusted to the sare Reynolds number

based on step height (Reh) for the two cases. However, if the flow was adjusted

so that the same Reynolds rxrAier based on length ahead of separation (ReL) was

obtained for both cases, the heat transfer and pressure distribution for the step

differed from those for the overhang. 7hs this investigation also pointed to the

fact that Feh is an important parameter for the base type flow under investigation.

It is believed that a system of two vortices devlops beneath the step and shear

layer, as shon in the acconpanyin sketch, to allow the flow to adust to the same

downstream conditions for bolh the step and the overhang.
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(C) Surface Yarns:

In order to deterudne the local flow direction on the ,model surface and to

define the location of the stagnation line, strands of yarn were attached to the

Model surface downstream of the step. Expermntatii with various types of yar*

showed that a 50% wool-50% nylon yarn was the most responsive to air flow direction

and had the necessary resistance to fiber breakage due to buffeting in the wind

tuninel air flow.

These strands were threaded through a ruled sheet of heavy paper in a regular

pattern and attached to the underside of the paper by double-sided pressure sensi-

tive tape. The free yarn ends were then cut to a length of 3/4 inches and the paper

was attached to the model by uaing another layer of double-sided pressure sensitive

tape. This arrealgsnent provided a smather reattachment surface and a better re-

sponse of the yarns ul-an would have been obtained if the yanis had been cemmited

directly to the model surface. Photograph of the orientation of the yar strands

foretly to the 0.5s ep sUfae.t Reanold nudber for each test Mach number are

shown in Figure 17. 7De rulings are 1/4 Inch apart with heavy accented lines every

inch. It is seen that the reattachmmnt line is well defined within the accuracy of

the rulings, that it is essentially straigt and that the surface flow downstream of

reattactmnt is I -dimnsicnal. The yarns upstream of reattachment in the separated

region showed ro motion at all, as if the air in this region were truly dead air.

This vividly demonstrated the extremely low energy level of the low density, low

velocity flow in the cavity beneath the free shear layr.

When the reattachment position determined by the yarn strands is indicated on

the pressure plots of Figures 9a throug 9i, the total pressure of the dividing

stream line (stagnating streamline) at reattachment is determined, since this total

pressure is equal to the local static pressure. If the flow to reattachment is

assumed to be Isentropic, the Mach number of the dividing stream line at the beginrnig
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of recoiression W be dete•.dined as follows:

The ratio of static to total pressure on the dividine stream line at reattach-

veit is comiputed from:

x. (L ) eat (6)

From this pressure ratio, the number of the dividiin stream line at the

be innimg of reattachment is given by the Isentropic relation:

It
l/z

Results of this determination are shown in Table IV for the 0.75 linch step at the

various test conditions.

It Is seen that in all cases the i hch number of the d&.vidine stream line is

subsonic, and is usually of the order 11 - 0.6 to 0.8. This is lower than the Mach

number of the dividing stream line given by the theorie of C hapsan and Iorst.

For the hi~er supersonic free stream 1%ch numbers these theories result in a super-

sonic dividing stream line.

(D) Probe Data:

i To obtain Information about the flow downstream of the step, vertical traverses

at various distances downstream of the step were made with the conbination thermo-

couple-pitot probe. Since the pitot probe wau maintained in a fixed direction

parallel to the free stream, the readings had to be corrected for flow angle by

using the calibration curves of Figure 8. Figre 18 shows selected uncorrected pitot

traverse data. Each curve corresponds to a fixed x position and represents the pitot

reading distribution with y, the distance above the reattachment surface. These

curves have been selected to s lkw a typical trvtwrse in each of the various regions
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of the flow field. he curves x 0.06, x 0.2, and x 1.0 are traverses

through the separated region and the expansion fan. Th local wave in these j
et

curves at y = 0.3 to 0.4 inches correapond to the position of the lip shock

visible in the shadographs of Figurs 9a through 91. Notice that there is no

evidence of the lip shock In the probing just downstream of tie sten (x - 0.06),

indlcattig that the shock does not extend to t!e step. TIhe curves x - 2.0 and

x = 4.0 are traverses cdaostream of reattacirent. The sudden change In pitot

reading at y - 0.73 inches indicates the position of tie reattactrent shock.

Probing of the cavity flow beneath the free shear layer with the crossed

hot-wire probe and the direction sensing probe yielded little informrtia about the

flow. In nany positions the direction sensing probe oscillated or rotated rapidly

so that the local flow direction could not be determined. The flow angles computed

from the hot-wire probe were not coasistwat with those which could be determined by

the direction sen-ing probe and the ccrputed velocities Were vch too high to be

consistsst with other observations of this low enerFy flow. For one flow condition

which was examined, the direction sensing probe indicated a large recirculating

vortex beneath the free shear layer with a small second vortex in the corner of the

vertical riser and the cavity floor.

VI. PREDICIOQ OF BASE PRESSURE A;) PEAK W EAT TR'MS

From the experinental informnticn described above the base pressure, the peak

heat transfer and the location of the peak heat transfer nay be empirically deter-

mined as follows:

(a) Conpute the step height Reynolds nurber Re1 -

(b) Determine whether the attached boundary layer at tie separation point is

laminar (ReLc 5 x 105), transitional (5 x 105 c teL 5 10i), or turoulent (ReL >10 6)

L L L



(a) If the separating boundary laer is turbulent use Korst's theory

(ni4re 13) to deterine the base pressure. if the separating boundary layer is

lamnr or trunsiticxal determine the base pressure from equation i.
C

(d) Gapute the valu of the heat flux at separation (q sep) by usIng stamdard

attaohed bouxay laer techniques. (Fbr exaiple Eckert's referance temeprature

method.)

(e) Frcm Figae 15 deterode the ratio and from this c te the

taMxin bea•; flux at reattack t.

Mf) a //m from equation 5 and frn this calculate the distance to the

position of peak heat transfer (x.).
PHT

A detailed examination of the results reported above discloses the typical flow

field showm in Figure 19 to exist downstream of the step. This fi~ge shows that the

corplicated flow field is divided Into regions which my be studied sep3rately, then

properly matched and fitted together. Each of these regionis will be discussed

separately below. Figmes 20 throup 22 shom specific exanples of this flow field

mstructed from ezperimtal Information and will be referred to in the discussion

to follow. Figures 20 and 21 show static pressure chags and total head lossesm

across the lUp shock and the region of constant pitot reading beneath it. Figure 22

shows the complete flow field along with model pressures measured at each orifice.

Also shown in Figure 22 are static pressure chenges, Mch number c-nges, and total

head losses across the reattachment shock.

(A) Corner &M i~in and Li& Shock:

The flow appreoahes the separation point with a conventional boundary layer

attached to the body, some portion of which is subsonic. This subsodec porticn allows
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pressure signals to be fed upstream of the step. Model prvessure 04tio56 placed

upstream of, but very close to the separation point show that reduced pressure is 4

felt upstrea of the step. 'his efet is tidicated In the pressure distributions

of Figures ga through 91. Gae this rechied pmZSW e ts cQmUtOtd "treams Ita

is propagated into the supersonic flow along the local Mach maves resulting In a

pressure gradient in both the horizontal and vertical direction in the vicinity of

the separation point. Figures 23 and 24 show constant pressure lines In the expansion

region as determined experimentally from corrected pita readings and the assuWtion

that the total pressure throufout this region is equal. to the tunnel total pressuwes

The constant pressure lines are extended into the shear layer to points on the model

of corresponding measured pressures. 2h exact location of these 1lnes cwn not be

determined because of the unkwmn pressure gradiert within the shear Laer. Notice

the strong warping of the constant pressure lines in the case of Figure 23 and the

lesser warping in Figure 21. 2ktlce also the low pressures masuretd just above the

I shock indicating a strong overeipnson. It is seen that these constant pros-

sure lines are definitely not the straight constant pressure lines of the ocamoly

used Prandtl-I4eyer expansion. Comparison of the experinutal fan with the theoretical

Prandtl-Ityer fan further siows that the total included angle of the experimental

fan is less than that of the Prandtl-Mfrer fan required to expand to the sawe pres-

sure. This same effect was raported in Reference 22. Figures 20 through 22 show a

region of constant pitot reading immediately below the lip shock. It was at first

assumed that this implied constant pressure in this regczn. Preliminary attempta to

tf-eat the lip shock as an oblique shock parallel to a constant pressure line with

uniform conditions on each side and base pressure on the downstream side did not

permit a consistent interpretation of the data. Closer examination showed that the

lip shock varies in strength along its length, with the point of greatest strengtht being in the vicinity of the shock-shewr layer Intersection. Computations of the
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flow o~nitio on two aides or an oblique sheek were iude tulmn the measured eon-
stae- toal Pr UMe up)strta Of the sheRk and the m umad coorta p1tot readirg

Ut - Using thse normilaturv Of thO accmP -ing sketch ad equations for an
obliQUe ak 3nd for istrv• ie flow where appropr••te, thO procedure was as

S follow:

(a) Given Pt Md F

(b) As~ume variLous values of Z 1

pla

(d) CrA~itze p U

(d ) o l uv e v ar (Y -1 ) t2 +_ _ ( 1 1 )

.(pt3/Ptl)

(a) Caxiute [itr2t_ (10)

1 ~ TZ T0  (To)
20

(f ).S.ve.. Y() 12)~

3/pt2



"- I
V (k ,Compa Pa (

2 2I t1 cpl 0 aci (Y+1)& + (v-1) t /2 (17)

Mu.ltiplying and dIviding the right hind side of' this equation by

4 gives:

(Y-1) t+ (y+l)

*aretntan (;20)

*Most of the labor of the computaticn of these equations ws eliminated by

using the appropriate tables of Reference 23. A representative result is shown in

Figzre 25 fhere all variables are shown as a rmction of the pressure upstream of

the shock. T1is figure shows that the total head losses decrease with increas jwu

upstream pressure while the downstrean pressure decreases to an essentially constant

value reached when the pressure ratio P11P2 is about 0.5. The flow angles and the

total head losses continue to change with increasing P the flow angles approach

the ach angle while the total head losses decrease to zero. It is thus clear that

even thoug the total pressure is constivnt upstream of the shock and the pitot

reading is constant downstream of the shock, the shock strength and flow conditions

on both sides of the shock are not necessarily uniform.
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tiet -.he & am _ P P wast below the - base prsure. For

thi cawe cum• ý) it Fiu 25 represent base pressme, It tierseation of the

P agi(a ar•w i the point where the p dowtream of the shock is equal

to base prenure and it 1A seen that the total head losses are etest at this point

2
this ewe is sham in Figure 20 twre severl atramlr--s are aI&htn cross tg the

lUp shock. At tine owngs the pressa ckWz and loss of total pressure are

sblm. Notice the decreas In total head loss with Inreasing distance from the

sher Iyer. ft interuiediate Ytrynol mds X Pa r F2 weas l~o ately equal to base

prowsre tile at the low F•ynolds Rnters of tie test P tas sll~htly above base
2

preM re. The sif trenit were seen In the M. - 3.5 data, but in ouh milder form.

The Kt - 5.0 data were not Investigated In this regrd.

To furter investigate the appearance of the lip shock and the deviatln of the

actual eawqian from a Prwxltl-eyer ezprmion an inviscid rotatianl clnacteris-

tics solution was obtained for the case tsut in Figmre 24 assuadn Isoeneretic

flow. This solution should be a valid appromation in this region because:

(a) In the rapid corner exansiQ1, viscous forces are small cnpaared to pres-

sure forces and may be neglected.

(b) The entropy gradliets In tie approaching rotational boiwidary layer flow are

taken into account.

(c) The flow to separaticn is over an adiabatic surface, so that the flow is

essertIailly isomnrrptic.

(d) s warping of the eupansion fan and the presence of the lip ahock, which

the experiental data show to exist over a great distance, must be due to inviscid

effects rather than to viscous effects.
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-j pWoperties of the porto c (one icwWIng sketch), an Interior point of the

flow, *i-,C. lies at the nteraection of the charateristit (Mich) lirns tU&

points a and b are ditermmd ftxnr the followLi kriom qmotities of polsit and

b: x, y,M. To S, and the related quntities T, to0 JA and U-

II

i a

If this egmsive flo field is assumed to be isoene0 Wtic (To uOwtan),

the eqations relating these quantities are the follmi M (24):

ca -m av-e (21)"c a [Ta (S - Sa)

cot ~
c + c vb + b -7h(S

[Tb 19 ~ 3
An initial VMs of S C Sa + Sb allows the calculation of a trial rd

2
o and the detei~tnticui or a trual m from the ismntrapic relationKC ",-L ._-tm ,.a =1 =j) -- ac. (22)

+11

Also a trial is 0 C be calculated: AC arcein (-4(3)

From the •aeetry of the sketch it mu be seen that if ave p angles are Wed the

following equations relate the poition of point c to thaw of a and b:,S_.L + + N
e a [tan 1 2L 2~ ] 

(24)YC Yb tan ("b+ c P~b+ Pc) (K2 ) (24)
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The entrop at point c my then be deterwlned frvi (25):

sinv
Iait

(b- Sd) (Xc- - V )
I o

SO Sa +L s snu (25)

!bvalue of S4c cam•uted Cn equation (25) is coared to the Initial Sums

0l# If they do not a~gme replace Sl with the value S. computed fri (25) and

repeat the compuatation. Satisfactor"I aryeement was usuall obtained in three or

less iterations.

iorantint an the b

inner contant presr boundlary a
of tie expanding show layer the ConstantPressure "

c.alculation is siapler than the Boundary c -

procedure above. For this case

Sa and ? a Therefore , vc, R oc, T., and u.,, are knoin and all thatc a Me

remLina to be calculated are the flow angle and position of point c. These -ity be

obtained Prom the following equations:

Oc* vb-VC + eb-Cot 2 h [gTb (SC Sb)] (26)

ub

Yc- Ya a [tan oJ (x0 - aIt 22

In the Inviscid flow conaidered here a line of constant entropy is a streamline

and also a line of constant total pressure. If the entropy of the free stream is

assigied tie value of zero ahead of the expnision where the total pressure is Po'
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thenat any pobit cIn the flow the total pressure Isa

£ ~e
p:

STt local static pressure Pa tken be computed Crr

P Poc Mc (29)

,I&e initial conditions required to start the solution were obtained frnm ex-

perirentally mnasuved pitot readings and an assured pressure distribution at the

separation station. Solutions obtained for several different static pressure

distributions sIlvwed widely varying results, indicating the irportance of the pres-

sure variation at separation. The pressure distribution wnich gave results very

close to those actually measured was obtained as follows:

(a) The surface pressure at separation (the x - 0 station) was obtained from

a linear extrapolation of nearby measured surface pressures4  (This value was

approximtely 87% of free stream pressure).

(b) The pressure at the x = 0 station was assumed to vary linearly from the

above surface pressure to free stream pressure at the point where the pitot probe

read essentially its free stream value. Above this point the pressure was of course

asaumed constant at the free stream value. The I.hch number distribution at x - 0,

as determined from the experimental pitot readig and the above pressure distribu-

tion, is seen in Figure 26 to be a sirple linear finction of y. Since the method of

characteristics may not be applied to steady subsonic flow the mass of Mid below

the M 1 streamllne was neglected in this ccrputation and the expanded M - 1

streamline was considered to be the edge of the free shear layer at the constant

base pressure. Furthermore, since the exact shape of the M w 1 streamline thrvugh

the expansion is unknown It was assuwed that this streamline instaitaneously passed
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frm its upstream zero deflection angle at x 0 to the deflection angle given by a

?randtl-ieyer expansion to vase pressure '.-te comp."' Ltion of this expansion was

carried at an an IBM 7094 coflater and the resulta artý presented in Figures 27, 28

san 29.'

Wigure 27 thows the characteristics networks resulting friom this computaticn.

The coalescing of the coxVression waves, which are reflections of expansion wavws

off the constant pressure shear layer boundary, into the lip shock is clearly

evident. Experimentally, no evidence of the lip slhok was found Pt x = 0.2. The

experimentally measured positions of the lip shock at x - 0,4 arnd x = 0.6 are shown

in this figure. It is seen that the calculated position rrtches the neasured posi-

tions very well. An examination of the pressures printetd out by tte computer shows

a very slight Increase in pressure at the leading edge of the expansion. Apparently

this increase In pressure becomes more pronounced with Increasitg Reynolds number

(reflected in these conputations as a change in the initial !ich number and pressure

distributions) resulting in the secondary lip shock at the beginnlnr of the expasion

which was me2:tiofed gbove.

Figure 28 shows computed lines of constant piessure. COr-arison of thds fitgure

with Figure 24, the experimentally deternined lines of con•stant pressure, shows good

agreement for all values except the P = 0.391 line. JIwever, the computed constant

pressure lines do not show the tendency toward warping whict the experimentally de-

termined constant pressure lines show. An explanation for this warping is not avail-

able at the present tire. Notice that the low pressure region, as evidenced by the

* While performing this analysis the author became aware of a similar treatment of

the corner expansion Uy Weiss and Weinbauwn (26).
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P 0.064 line (and consequently the overexpansion and tie recor.resion lip shock)

does not originte at a solid boundary, but rather originatds within the flow in

order to satisfj the imposed botunary conditions. The lower P - 0.092 line is the

lower edge of the shear layer at the constant base pressure.

Figure 29 shows some typical streamlines as they pass through the expa•nson ard

recovrpression region into the constant base pressure region. The location of the

lip shock in this figure was determined from FIgure 4. Notice that all streamlines

which pass beneath the lip shock (not through it) are first convex upward, then con-

cave upward (in the case of the edap streamline, the convex position has been con-

tracted to a sinfle point) while those which pass through the lip shock are convex

upward above it and approximately straight below it.*

(B) Constant Base Pressure Hegion:

A region of essentially constant base pressure exists immediately behind the

step riser. Although a pressure gradient has been seen to exist in the region of

constant pitot reading downstueam of the lip shock, in most instances this gradient

is small. This essentially constant base pressure region is bounded by the miidel

surfaces, the lip shock and the beginning of the pressure rise associated with the

turning of the flow parallel to the downstream surface (the origin of the reattach-

nent shock). As seen in Figure 19, the free shear layer and the recirculating cavity

flow beneath it are both included in this region.

(C) Free Shear 1ayer:

The free shear layer lies within the region of constant base pressure and con-

sists of t-4o parts, the outer driving portion and the inner driven portion which are

separated by the "dividing stream line". All of the fluid which caoes over the step

A slight error is involved in these calculations in the vicinity of the lip shock.
NO Provision has been mwde for an increase in entropy with the result that the cal-
culationsstbow recompression beginning ahead of the shock and continuing beyond the
shock.
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remins above the dividing stream Le and contirmes donstream while the fluid

which =aIws up the driven portion is a part of the low velocity recirculating vortex

flow in the cavity. Tis interpretation of the shear layer requires that the velo-

city profiles contain a point of inflection on the dividing stream Mlne, with the

driving profiles ocave uWard and the driven profiles convex upVard. Probing of

te-- frfe shear layer with the pitot probe shows the upper portion of the velocity

profiles to be concave Lpaard, but the velocity on the lower side of the shear layer

falls off so rapidly that it is not possible to determine the location of the point

of inflection. As mentioned above, experimental evidence obtained at reattachment

shows the velocity of the dividing stream 1ine to be subsonic at a 14ch number of

0.6 to 0,.8 ArW successful theoretical analyrsis of the free shear layer must treat

it as a constant pressure viscous free shear layer with starting profiles obtained

from a consideration of the flow emergiag fra' the corner expansion and lip shock

region•.

(D) RCavity

As seen in Figure 19, the recirculating cavity flow is at essentially constant

base pressure, except for a small portion at reatttclhment. Atteupts to experiment-

ally measure the flow characteristics in this region met with little success.

Probing with the pitot probe, the direction sensing probe and the crossed hot-wire

probe yielded no conclusive information. Surface oil flow studies and yarn tufts

attached to the model surface gave no indlcathkn of surface flow conditions in this

region. All indications are that the flow in the cavity is a very low energy flow.

It is a separate flow from the external flow, coupled to it and driven by shear

forces acting along the dividing stream line. Since the flow velocity is so low, the

total pressure of this flow is essentially equal to base pressure. The measured total

temperature was essentially constant throughout the region at a value approximately

half way between free stream total temperature and the cooled model surface
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teiperature. In score cases Indications were that this recirculating flow is made

up of two vortices as shown In Figure 19. 4

In the reattachlnnt region the presaure on tie model surface rises fr the

constant base pressure (Pb) to the constant reattachment pressure (P ). In this
r

process conpression waves travel from the surface throuep the reattaching sitar layer

into the "iL.viscid" flow above. Meat of the reattaching shear layer is supersonic

and these waves ererge fromu•te top of the shear layer at the local Fkch angle re-

lative to the flow. As the flow strearlines cross these compression waves, they are

deflected and slowed down so th•at succeeding corpression waves coalesce and forn the
beginning of the reattachment shock as shown in Figure 19. Close examination of

Figures 9a through 91 shows that for the hih Reynolds numbers runs of this investi-

gation tihe pressure rise is steep and the reattachment shock appears to be a contin-

uatimn of the top of the shear layer. For the low Reynolds number cases the pressure

rise is more gradual with a slower coalescing of the pressure waves into the re-

attachment shock. In this case the reattachment shock becomes visible in the alado-

graph only at a considerable distance above the top of the shear layer. Pitot pres-

sure probings of this region also indicate this type of flow struicture. As cumpres-

sicn continues, the reattachment shock becomes stronger, swings around and extends

into the inviscid flow intersecting the lip shock and tie corner expansion fan. In

passing through the reattachment shock, the expanded flow is turned parallel to the

reattachment surface. The reattachmnt shock continually varies In strength along

its length since each streamline approaching it in the expansion is at a different

flow angle and Mabch rumber.

E•mnation of the beat transfer distributions of Figures 9a through 9i shows

that the heat transfer increases from the low cavity value at the stagiation line to

a maxinu value in the neighborhood of the neck of the reattaching shear layer where
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the pwessure is easernially constant. This is in opposition to the usual condition

at a atagation point where the leat transfer is a mnximum at sta,ation and de-

crea"ses from the value. An evplanation for this heat transfer distribution is not

avaUilable at the present time.

'A compression and turning of the reattaching shear layer is believed to be

narly isntrcpic (small beat transfer and no shocks) with the reattacr,3ft shock

being formed above it by the coalescing of compression waves origirating in the re-

attaching shear layer. It is believed that this region may be handled as an in-

viscid rotational eopression, in a mnner similar to that used In the corner ex-

pansion, since in this region also the viscous forces will be of much smaller naý-

nitude than the pressure forces.

(F) Constant Pressure Reattached Flow Refton:

Downstream of the reattachment region and the reattachment shock the flow is

parallel to the model surface and the pressure Is essentially constant at soae value

less than free stream pressure. Other investigators have found similar results for

two-dimensional models, however, investigators using axi-symmetric models have found

reattachment pressures to be higher than free stream pressure.

Figure 30 shows a typical pressure distribution downstream of separation and the

averaging process used to determine a mean constant reattachment pressure (Pr) frun

the experimental data. Figure 31 shows a plot of the recompression ratio (Pr/P)

vs. Reh for M - 2.5 while Figure 32 shows the same plot for M. - 3.5 and 5.0. The

recoupression pressure for the low Reynolds number K. - 5.0 tests could not be deter-

mined because the pressure did not reach a constant value within the length of the

instrumented reattachment surface af the model. For the U. - 3.5 and 5.0 data a

good linear correlation is evident, while for the M= - 2.5 data the ratio appears to

approach a constant value at the higher Reynolds numbers. Examination of Figures

31 and 32 shows that for each Mach number a critical Reynolds number/exists where the
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reccrpression ratio is a m.axim value. The significance of ths critical Reynolds

amber is not yet clear. however, it appecars that its value increases with Increasing

!bch nztber.

The flow downstream of the reattachment shock is a parallel rotaticnal type

flow because each streamline of the expansion fn approacnes the shock at a different -;

flow angle and a different Mach number ard each Is tiared thxroth a diffearent angle.

There is thus a variation in total pressure across the constant pressure flow, This

is evident in FiPre 33 where the total pressure distribution between the model sur-

face and the reaLttachmnt shock is slan for three probe positions of the flow shoan

in Figure 22. These total pressure distributions were obtained from pitot probe

readinm and the assutption of constant pressure at each station. Iese probirng

also slon the presence of the slip line which originates at the intersection of the

lip shock and the reattachrmet shock. A slip line of this type is unst clearly

visibte in the thadograph photograph of Figure 9b.
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Smmntion of tiv results of this inwestigAtion along with the results of

other Investigators leads to the following conclusions:

(1) For the case where a lamnar approach bounary layer is present and the

flcw is laminar throogboti, the base pressure is a rather strong ffuntion of step

height and is considerably higner than the value predicted by the Chapman theory.

(2) then the approach boundary layer is turbulent and the flow is turbulent

throughout Korat's theory may be used to predict base pressure.

(3) M1e flow in the cavity beneath the free shear layer is an extrerely low

energy flow with small heat transfers. The maximun heat transfer occurs soewwhat

dm-stream of the stagation line at the neck of the reattaching shear layer. Mhen

larf values of heat transfer are obtained there they appear to be due to transition

to turbulence in the reattaching sie-ar layer.

(4) For the transitional type of flows of this investigation the Reynolds

number based on step height (Reh) is an Important parameter. Both the base pressure

and the maxinum heat transfer may be predicted as a function of this parameter.

(5) For the body shapes of this investigatian (rearward facing step and over-

hang) and those investigated by Hastings (14) (undercut rearward facing step) the

development of the flow downstream of separation is independent of the shape of the

vertical riser.

(6) 7he Ich number of the dividing streamline at reattachment is subsonic and

of the order of M 0.6 to 0.8.

(7) The ra.• comer expansion and the appearance of the lip shock may be ac-

curately described by the method of Invistid rotational characteristics if the cor-

rect starting conditicns are used.

(8) The reattachment pressure ratio is always less than unity for the two-

dimensional case and has a maximum value at some critical REenolds rLuter which S- a
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function of Mch nuvter.

1 (9) -flow downstream of reattachment is a parallel rotationl type flow.

IX. AT[S 1 VA X3

A cýntLnuatiom of the exper-Imatatiom and analysis described in this report is

required before a cciplete understanding of the conplicated flow field under in-

vestigation is obtained. iesearch which would seem to be fruitful at the present

time is the followina:

(1) Extension of the present investigation to both higer and lower Aeynolds

nurbers. Extension to lower Reynolds rAubers should be done to verify that the

base pressure becomes canstant and independent of Reynolds number and that the

maximum heat transfer falls off as predicted. The experiments should be extended to

higher Reynolds numbers to determine how the base pressure varies with Reynolds

number and to verify that the base pressure again becomes constant and independent

of Reynolds number at the higher Reynolds numbers as predicted by Korst.

(2) The shock equations should be Incorporated into the procedure used to

calculate the rapid corner expansion so that property changes across the lip 3hock

mey be accounted for.

(3) .Rather experimental and analytical investigation of the free shear layer,

the low energy cavity flow, the reattachment region and the flow downstream of re-

attachment is necessary.

(4) Additional checks of heat transfer measured in a shock tube vs. that

measured in a wind tunnel are necessary to determine the validity of the shock tube

heat transfer measurements.
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' Ta~ble I - Ins3tr~wimt-tion

H ve StreamP itot Pressur i.bdel Pesure, ModeI

3c= NUaer •Iwsducer lrwr Mer Tenperature

2.5 50 psid 15 psid Tunnel A
Callbrated for Calibrated for Tehperature
ranes of 20, 10, r-an;es 15, 5 , Scan--r5 Psi -+ .o.0 + 0. 2% _+ 0.75 O'F

3.5 15 psid 15 psid Tunnel A
Calibrated for Calibrated for 'enperature
rangw of 15, 5, 1 -ra es 15, 5, 1 Scanner
PsI + 1.0% + 0.2% + 0.75 OF

5.0 15 psid 1 psid Berkmn 210
Calibrated for Calibrated for Digital Con-
rmn-es of 15, 5, 1 ranges of veriter + 0.5 O0

psi + 1.0% 1.0 psi + 0.31
0.3 psi T 0.5%
0.06 psi-+ 2.0%
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Table T-I - TI~zml Cor~llticxla

lmdnal Pree •Ikwnal Tunnel liomiral Free Data
kreaw Mach Staoat1ic Pressure Stream Reyr-Iods 0btaIned
*Vtor & Total pslma Mber %Ir Inch
e•perature

x 10-6

4.5 .06 ,-res. & Heat Transfer
5.5 .03 Pressure Only
7.5 .11 Pressure Only

M - 2.5 11.0 .16 Pres. & Heat Transfer
14.5 .20 Pressure only

To w 620 OR 18.5 .26 Pres. & Heat Tmnsfer
23.0 .32 Pressure Only
27.0 .37 Pres. & Heat Transfer
33,0 ,46 Pres. & Heat 'ransfer

7.5 .06 Pres. & Heat Transfer
13.0 .11 Pressure anly
19.0 .15 Pres. & lie-t Transfer

1 3.5 25.5 .20 Pressure Only
31.5 .25 Pres. & Heat Transfer

T 630 OR 38.0 .30 ressure Only
0 44.5 .35 Pres. & Heat Transfer

50.5 .40 Pressure Only
54ý5 .43 Pres. & Heat Transfer

28.0 .10 Pres. & Heat T"as .rV
42.0 .14 Pres. & Heat Tmnsfer

0 71.0 .24 Pres. & leat Tmasfer
84.0 .28 Pxes. & Heat Transfer

O680 R 126.0 .42 Pres. & Ieat Transfcr
140.0 .47 Pressure Oily
150.0 .50 Fres. & Heat Transfer
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I
Table III- Pitot Probe Survey Corwi'ticms

Ndmtnal Free Aoxznal Twnrel '1cminal Step
Stream Plch Stagntion Pressure Height
Nrber & Tbtal psia Inches
Temperature

2.5
T, - 620 OR 18,5 o.443

3.5
T - 630 OR 31.5 0.443 & 0.750o 54-5 o.*03 & 0.750

5.0

T - 680 OR 84.0 o.443 & 0.7500 150.0 o. 443 & 0.750
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,atble IV - Dividing Stream Line ;ach iluiber Por 0.75 Inch Step

H0, F

0
DSL

psia

2.5 4.5 0.21
18.5 0.75
27.0 0.81
33.0 0.37

3.5 7-5 0.78
19.0 0.86
31.5 0.63
44. 5 0.54
54.5 0.84

5.0 42.0 0.69
84.0 0.86

126.0 0.98
140.0 0.72
150.0 0.82
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0. Side Vim

b. Front View Showig Survey Probe

Fig. 5 MODEL PHOTOGRAPHS
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a. Side View

b. Detail of Hot Wire Support Needles

Fig. 6 CROSSED HOT WIRE PROBE
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a. Side View

b. Detail of Direction Sensing Flags

Fig. 7 DIRECTION SENSING PROBE
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M.=2.5 Po= 33 PSIA

Ma 3.5 Pon 54.5 PSIA

Me 5.O PO- 150 PSIA
Fig. 17 PHOTOGRAPHS OF YARN STRAND ORIENTATION
AT MAXIMUM REYNOLD% 6 NUMBER h 0. 75 IN.
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4 3.

32 h x .750
Pon 31.8 PSI
Mi 3.5

24 (p P, 6 p.
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PRESSURE UPSTREAM OF SHOCK (PSI)

Fig. 25 VARIATION OF PROPERTIES ACROSS AN OBLIQUE
SHOCK WITH CONSTANT TOTAL PRESSURE
UPSTREAM AND CONSTANT PITOT READING
DOWN STREAM.
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?- A -An experiamertal investigation of the flow field, an the model pressure
and steady-state heat transfer distributions for a rearward-facing step in super-
sonic flow is described. Tests were conducted using a water-cooled model with
a step height adjustable to 0. 443 and 0. 750 inches at free stream Mach nurbers
of Z. 5, 3. 5, and 5. 0, and at Reynolds ripnbers baseei on length of surface ahead
of separation of approximately Z. 5 x 10 to 1. 8 x 100. I: was found that the
Reynolds number based on step height (Reh) is an important parameter and that
both the base pressure and the maximum heat transfer at reattachment may be
predicted as a function of this parameter.

Several representative flow fields are presented along with analyses of the
various regions of these fields. It was found that the depressed base pressure
is communicated upstream of the step othrough the subsonic portion of the attached
boundary layer resulting in a pressure gradient immediately upstream of the step,
It is shown that the rapid corner expansion is not the commonly used Prandtl-
Meyer expansion, but rather is accurately described by the method of inviscid
rotational characteristics which accounts for both the entropy gradient in the
boundary layer and the pressure gradient upstream of the step. This description
of the corner expansion also accurately predicts the position of the lip shock
associated with the rapid expansion.
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